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“Investigative reporting is 
doing a few simple things  

remarkably well” 

11 

HYPOTHESIS 

Nick Davies 
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Tip 
Rumour 

Statement 
Astonishment 
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Who 
… 

What 
… 

Where 
… 

When 
… 

How 
… 

Why 
… 

Start asking questions 
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Pick one question… 
…and answer it! 
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Your answer is a hypothesis 

(Before asking anyone else) 

From tip to hypothesis: 

TIP: “Plastic waterpipes leak unknown substances into the 
drinking water.” 
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EXAMPLE 

QUESTION: Are these substances a threat to our health? 

HYPOTHESIS: Plastic waterpipes are a danger for 
your health. 

HYPOTHESIS 

  Not what are you investigating, but who 
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HYPOTHESE HYPOTHESIS 

Refrase your hypothesis: 

  Not passive 

  As concrete as possible 

Plastic waterpipes are a danger for your health. 

    Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their 
waterpipes, that end up in the drinking water and make 
people seriously ill. 

Somebody (subject) 
does something (verb) 

with certain instruments, 
at a certain place,  
at a certain time 

19 

HYPOTHESIS 

Concrete = provable! 
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HYPOTHESIS 

21 

1837-1859 

In science 

HYPOTHESIS 
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HYPOTHESIS The power of imagination 

In arts 
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HYPOTHESIS 

In medicine 

The power of imagination 
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HYPOTHESIS 

In detection 

“Believe nothing,  
no matter where you read it,  

or who said it,  
no matter if I have said it,  

unless it agrees  
with your own reason  

and your own common sense.” 
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HYPOTHESIS 

In life 
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…changes the balance of power… HYPOTHESIS …is the DNA of your story! 

27 

HYPOTHESIS 
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Don’t just look for facts,  
but test a hypothesis! 
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Don’t sell boring 
facts, but tell a story! 

HYPOTHESIS Formulate a hypothesis: 
Start with a question… 
…and then answer it 

29 

1 

The answer is your hypothesis! 

Decompose the hypothesis 

into separate events… 

2 

What happened first, 
and what next, etc? 

…and put these in a 

chronology 

Small steps are easier to investigate and proof.     
And maybe the hypothesis is only partially true. 

The plastic waterpipes leak the harmful substances into the drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 

31 

EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 

Suggests what to look for next 

Fill in the gaps: what must have happened? 

CHRONOLOGY 

The plastic waterpipes leak the harmful substances into the drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 

33 

EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government does not check drinking water for these substances 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 
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The plastic waterpipes leak the harmful substances into the drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 
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EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government does not check drinking water for these substances 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 

The plastic waterpipes leak the harmful substances into the drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 
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EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government allows the use of these substances 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 

The plastic waterpipes leak the harmful substances into the drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 
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EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government allows the use of these substances 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 

Scientists discover substances from plastic pipes in drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 
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EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government allows the use of these substances 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 

Scientists discover substances from plastic pipes in drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 
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EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government allows the use of these substances 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 

Scientists discover substances from plastic pipes in drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Scientists show a link between the substances and serious illnesses 

39 

EXAMPLE 

“Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their waterpipes, 
that end up in the drinking water and make people seriously ill.” 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government allows the use of these substances 

Chronological events: 

CHRONOLOGY 

= essential steps = conditions 
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Is the backbone of your story  

What steps are essential to convince/proof? 

CHRONOLOGY 

HYPOTHESIS 

EVENT EVENT EVENT 

41 

  

   

SUMMARY 

Detailed desciption of 
players and movements 

leading to a climax 

Turn ordinary events into lively 
scenes: 

3 
Scientists show a link between the substances and 
serious illnesses 

  Biologist Ana Soto puts human cells in plastic dishes in 
   her laboratory.  
  After a while she observes that the cells start to 
  proliferate.  
  She is surprised.  
  Like Sherlock Holmes, she eliminates possible causes 
  Finally she can only think of one explanation: the cells 
   are influenced by chemicals in the dishes!   

43 

EXAMPLE SCENES 

“Reporting for story” 
44 

  Action 
  Character 

  Time 

  Instrument 

  Conflict 

  Location 

  Climax   Struggle 

  Goal 

William Shakespeare Charles Dickens 

SCENES 

46 
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“New Journalism” 

47 

SCENES 

Scientists discover substances from plastic pipes in drinking water 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to their water pipes 

Consumers become seriously ill as a result of these substances 
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EXAMPLE 

Plumbers install plastic waterpipes in homes and offices 

The government allows the use of these substances 

Chronological events: 

Describe?  Or summarize 

SCENES 

Pipe manufacturers add harmful substances to 
their water pipes 

Pipe manufacturers consider applying harmless 
(purer) chemicals for the production of drinking water 
pipes. But these are more expensive. So they apply 
the harmful ones.   

SCENES 
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EXAMPLE 

Scientists discover substances from plastic 
pipes in drinking water 

Scientist Erik Arvin pours water into polyethylene 
pipes. Then he puts the pipes in a laboratory room 
and turns the thermostat to 23 degrees. After seven 
days he investigates the water with a special device. 
He finds mainly phenols and plasticizers. But also 
other substances he does not recognize and he 
cannot rule out with certainty that these are harmful 
for humans.  

SCENES 

50 

EXAMPLE 

The government allows the use of these 
substances 

Sixty prominent scientists gather in Prague to draft a 
manifesto in which they call the European Parliament 
to ban the use of phenols in consumer products.  
But ultimately, after lengthy discussions and a lot of 
lobbying from the plastics industry the European 
Parliament allows the use of phenols anyway.   

SCENES 

51 

EXAMPLE 

HYPOTHESIS 

EVENT EVENT EVENT 

SCENE SCENE SCENE 

52 

  

   

     

SUMMARY “SCENARIZATION” 
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Public	  place	  

	  	  	  	  Vic,m	  

	  	  	  Witness	  

Data	  house	  

	  	  	  	  Culprit	  

	  	  	  	  Culprit	  

	  	  	  	  Culprit	  

	  	  	  Witness	  

	  	  	  Witness	  

	  	  	  	  Vic,m	  

	  	  	  	  Vic,m	  

Public	  place	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Me	  

53 

Map potential sources 4 

INITIATORS 

SCENE 

AFFLICTED 

WITNESSES 

BEFORE (plans) 

DURING (reports) 

AFTER (conclusions) 

“PEOPLE TRAIL” “PAPER TRAIL” 

54 

People lead to documents and vice versa 

INITIATORS 

AFFLICTED 

WITNESSES 

BEFORE DURING AFTER 

“P
EO

PL
E 

TR
A

IL
” 

“PAPER TRAIL” 

“MAP” 

GOVERNMENT 
ENERGY COMPANY 

CONSUMERS 

INDUSTRY 

ENVIRONMENTALISTS 

LAWS & BUDGET 
BIDDING 

REP TO PARLIAMENT 
REP. TO 
SHAREHOLDERS 

INSPECTION REPORT 
ANNUAL STATEMENT 

LOBBYING PR INSPECTION REPORT 

INSPECTION REPORT STUDIES 

BANKS / INSURERS 

NEIGHBOURS 

SCIENTISTS 

BIDDING 

DOCTORS 

LAW SUITS 

Building a nuclear plant 

??? 

SOURCES 

55 

HYPOTHESIS 

EVENT EVENT EVENT 

SCENE SCENE SCENE 

61 

  

   

     

SOURCES SOURCES SOURCES 

“RESEARCH PLAN” 

    

SUMMARY 

I would ask… 

1.  Tell me what happened (= summary) 
2.  I think… Am I correct? (= hypothesis) 
3.  Describe the actions, people, place, time/

season, and instruments. (= scenes) 
4.  Explain: Why did you do it? What have you 

learned? What is the solution? (= resolution) 

SUMMARY 

62 

Collect everything in one file: 

Write 
Proof 
Archive 

“Masterfile” 
5 

Collect 
Sort 
Share 
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MASTERFILE = 

HYPOTHESIS 

INTERVIEW NOTES 

INSIGHTS 

DOCUMENTS  

CONTACTS/LOG 

CHRONOLOGY 

SOURCE MAP 

64 

MASTERFILE NOTA: EU HANDS 
RENEWABLE ENERGY TO 
OIL INDUSTRY 

23-1-08 European Commission 
publishes Proposal for a Directive on 
the promotion of  energy from 
renewable sources.  Document written 
by lobbyists for Exxon according to 
Source RE1 (confidential): “They 
wrote the rulebook for the game.” 

1. Walt Patterson, Keeping the lights on.  
    Towards Sustainable Electricity, Earth 
    Scan, London 2007 p. 34  

DOCUMENTS 

Always enter 
dates in the 
same format 

Always spell 
names the 
same way 

Always link 
dates & names 
to documents 

Tag insights 
and questions, 
e.g. with ‘QTN’ 
or ‘NOTA’ 

65 

Masterfile 
example in 
Word 

MASTERFILE 

66 

MASTERFILE Masterfile 
example in 
Word 

67 

Masterfile 
example in 
Excel 

WRITING 

68 

6 

1. Write a story, not a phone book! 
2. Touch emotions – not just mind 
3. Save time and avoid anguish 

The goals: 

WRITING 

69 
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1. Structure (sequence of the scenes) 
2. Pictures 
3. Suspense  
4. Pace  

Elements: 

WRITING 

70 

Homer  
(circa 750-650 B.C.) 

Iliad Odysseus 
CHRONOLOGY 

ODYSSEY 

STRUCTURE 

71 

WRITING 

  History or reconstruction 
  Biography or portrait 
  Explanatory piece 
  Quest 

  Travel story 
  Overview 
  Parallel 

CHRONOLOGY 

72 

WRITING 

ODYSSEY 

Don’t start with the beginning  
and don’t end with the end! 

80 

STRUCTURE WRITING 

Bending the chronology 

In fiction, chronology has                        
a beginning, middle, end. 

In a journalistic investigation, we often begin 
where we are now (present), go back to 
show how we got here (past), then say   
where it will go next (future resolution).   

81 

WRITING 

82 

Beginning causes 

Middle effects 

End conclusion 

End news 

Middle effects 

Beginning causes 

STRUCTURE WRITING 
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No ending but  

closure 

83 

STRUCTURE WRITING 

1. Opening scene 
  Exciting or mysterious event 
  Challenge (conflict) 
  Overture to climax (struggle) 

84 

STRUCTURE WRITING 

2. Nut graf 
  Disclosure(news) 
  Impact to audience 
  Investigation method 
  Cliffhanger (“This is what you can also expect…”) 

3. Scenes 

4. Closure (not ending) 
  What has the protagonist learned?  
  What are possible solutions? 
  Why are these not applied yet? 

85 

STRUCTURE WRITING 

Try this: let sources write your closer 

“Last year, doctors at Cedars Sinai Hospital in Los 
Angeles saved a newborn who weighed just 13 oz. Six 
months and $1 million in medical bills later, the infant  
was discharged. He died two weeks later. 

“‘The family were lucky - they had indemnity insurance," 
said Charlie Lahaie, a spokesperson for Cedars Sinai. 
‘Can you imagine paying a $1 million bill and your 
baby’s not even alive?’” 
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STRUCTURE WRITING 

Look through a camera 

  Describe picturesque 
  Show, don’t tell! 
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PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Use all senses 

What does the protagonist see, hear, 
smell, feel? 

88 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 
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Put action first 

  Make sure there is action all the time  
  Rhythm is king! 
  Keep the train moving! 
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PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Describe dialogues 

If you can’t see it, maybe you can hear it 

90 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Show thoughts 

The protagonist ‘talking’ to himself 
(kind of dialogue) 
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PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Add significance 

  Why does the protagonist do  
   what she does?  
  Let details betray her goal 
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PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Describe details 

Picturesque details (but be economical!)   
Disclosing details (nife on kitchen table) 
Missing details (challenge the reader) 

93 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 

1. You don’t need    
all these elements     
to create a scene!!! 
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  Action 

  Main character 

  Time 

  Instrument 

  Conflict 

  Place 

  Climax 

  Struggle 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 
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Pick a characteristic detail! 

And bring it to life! 

95 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Pick a  
characteristic detail… …and bring it to life! 

Suitcase 
Wardrobe 
Bed cover 
Plush giraffe 
Bed lamp 
Picture book 
Alarm clock 

cracks in its seams 
exhibits empty shelves 
imitates a zebra 
hides in the bed 
??? 
advertises the Wild Life 
looks ready to roar 
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WRITING 

Use verbs a lot 

And be specific:  
Does he walk, or sneak? 
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PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Bring objects to life 

The suitcase cracks in its seams 

98 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Make associations 

The bedroom looks like an Africa museum  

99 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 

Finally… 

  Alternate: harmony, peace and beauty after suspense, 
challenge and danger. 
  Create contrast: look for the tragic in the comic, the 
personal in the political and vice versa, the peculiar in the 
ordinary, the trivial in the pompous etc.. 
  Add irony: show how actions of the protagonist lead 
her further away from her goal.  

100 

PICTURESQUE WRITING 
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Suspense is… 

101 

SUSPENSE 

…uncertainty about the ending  

WRITING 

  Action 
  Chronology 
  Ticking bomb 
  Foreshadow 
  Cliffhanger  

102 

  Perspective 
  Contrast  
  Mystery 
  Zoom in 
  Zoom out 

SUSPENSE WRITING 

Stop disappearing! 
Investigation uses objective facts 
to a subjective end. 
Your personal will for change is 
part of the story. 
Your character and values   are 
part of the story. 

DON’T WASTE THEM! 

105 

WRITING 

When reporters crawl like bugs 

Classic mistake number two:  
You’re ashamed of being mean and 
aggressive. So in your last 
paragraph you crawl…. like an 
insect. 

Classic mistake number one: 
You think you’re an insect so 
you let the “experts” define your 
story. 

106 

WRITING 

Other predictable psychological traps: 

  Fear: Makes you aggressive, especially if 
   you’re also fatigued  
  Loathing: You don’t want to believe the world  
   is as ugly as you’re  about to prove 
  Depression: Talking to victims gets you down 
   (and makes you mad at them) 
  Anger: Makes you self-righteous and arrogant 
  One solution: When you feel hot, write cold! 

107 

WRITING 

Editing the work 

Watch out for long sentences. They reveal 
your confusion and fatigue. 

Watch out for long paragraphs. They lose 
readers. When a person/place/idea changes, 
so should the paragraph. 

Watch out for bureaucratic language. It means 
the bureaucrats beat you. 

108 

WRITING 
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How to solve 95% of writing problems: 

109 

WRITING 

When the draft is done…. 

  Is it coherent? (The details fit together. 
   The citations are there for the lawyers) 

  Is it complete? (All questions are 
   answered, contradictions are resolved) 

  Does it MOVE well? 

110 

WRITING 

A story is music. To hear it 
right, you have to play it. 

1.  Read it out loud to yourself. Listen to your  own 
voice. When you have to force the voice to 
keep reading, something isn’t working. 

2.  Read the story to someone else. Watch their 
face. When their eyes glaze over, they can’t 
follow your story. 

111 

WRITING 

112 

WRITING 

Thank you! 

And please do not forget to take our cards! 

  Read award-winning samples using SBI methods 
  Download this presentation, templates and manuals 
  Follow us 

  Leave a comment/feedback 
  Invite us 

…where you can: 
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